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Felix Medelssohn 
Piano Trio No. 2 in c minor, Opus 66 

Felix Mendelssohn is arguably the most precocious and prodigiously gifted of all 
composers. Robert Schumann referred to him as “The Mozart of the nineteenth 
century.” He was a superbly gifted composer, pianist, conductor, educator, and 
music historian. 

Piano Trio in c minor, Opus 66 was composed, premiered, and published in 1845. 
Mendelssohn played piano for the first performances. Movement one, marked 
“energetic and with fire” surges with both. The anxious and wavelike opening theme 
contrasts with a bold and forthright second theme. 

The lyrical, straight-forward Andante espressivo serves as a soothing balm. The 
piano begins alone with a gently rocking melody, after which strings and piano take 
turns singing to each other. In ternary form, the calm atmosphere is pervasive; the 
middle section seems like an extension of the opening rather than a digression into 
new territory. The darting Scherzo is a elfin delight—non-stop motion lightly flits 
through the air. The pleasure is for the audience; for the performers, not so much: 
Mendelssohn described it as “a trifle nasty to play.” 

The “appassionato” finale provides the heft needed to balance the first movement's 
“fuoco” (fire). It is in a rondo-like form with three repeating ideas. The apprehensive 
principal theme defines c- minor and begins with a memorable leaping gesture. 
Theme two is more dignified and sweeping. Mendelssohn pays homage to Bach by 
using the chorale melody for "Praise God from whom all blessings flow" as the third 
theme. Its second appearance, toward the end, is in a triumphant, thunderous C-
Major. Darkness is vanquished. All that's left is to hold this tonality, briefly reprise the 
earlier motives, and race to an ecstatic conclusion. 
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